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About Us
Welcome to www.parcelshipper.co.uk - worldwide shipping. Done!

Here at Parcelshipper we’re a leading parcel delivery company, operating internationally and across the UK,

specialising in professional, reliable carrier services.

Fed up with overly-complicated delivery services? Here at Parcelshipper we make delivery simple. Our expert

couriers are on hand to take the hassle out of all delivery orders, and make sure everything runs smoothly, each

step of the way.

We arrange for the item to be collected from your home or work at a time that’s most convenient to you, then we

take care of the rest, delivering items on time, every time.

Use our Quick Quote online form to get an instant delivery quote! Our cheap UK and international delivery service delivers to over 250 worldwide

destinations, used by thousands of businesses and organisations looking to guarantee quick, reliable distribution, each and every time.

We work closely with our clients to provide them with the most appropriate carrier service, offering simple, cost-effective methods of parcel delivery.

Whether you’re looking to forward documents, parcels or pallets, here at Parcelshipper we place no weight restrictions on our deliveries, giving you one

less thing to worry about.

Keep an eye on your parcels, and track their movements with our online Parcelshipper Tracking Service. All our UK and international deliveries are carefully

monitored with the latest GPS, with immediate proof of delivery. 
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Who is behind Parcelshipper

Parcelshipper.co.uk is run by a global wholesale courier company since 2005 which provided global courier services primarily to other companies with the

courier industry. In October 2011 we decided to launch Parcelshipper.co.uk upon the world, we will use our superior knowledge of the courier industry to

save our customers millions of pounds every year. We will do this because we only use the two courier companies ensuring the biggest discounts. (You

dont need two dozen shipping options, even we get confused when there is too much choice!) The more parcels we send the cheaper our services will

become, our aim is to become the biggest online parcel service provider in the Uk.

Thousands of businesses, individuals, eBay sellers and organisations use courier services on a daily basis, the majority pay an inflated price because the

shipments go through too many hands, we streamline this process get your item collected by the courier company that will deliver it. We can offer these

services to anybody, anywhere, you can even organise a collection from another address in the Uk or a third country if you like. We can collect and send

from and to anywhere!

 

How to send with Parcelshipper

1. 1. Enter weight (kg)and dimensions(cms) of your parcel*

2. 2. Choose which delivery service you'd like to use.

3. 3. Enter the collection and delivery addresses, parcel information and select your collection time.

4. 4. Pay online and we will send you the shipping paperwork by email, print it off and attach to the shipment.
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4. 4. Pay online and we will send you the shipping paperwork by email, print it off and attach to the shipment.

5. 5. Please leave the package open for the courier to perform a security check on collection..

6. Please Check the Faq's Page prior to shipping.

6.5. If you want to ship goods to Russia Please Call us Prior to shipping as we need to ensure we can send your package due to tight shipping

restrictions into moscow .

*Please be accurate, Your shipment is check weighed once collected and in the delivery system, if there is a discrepancy you will be charged as per

our quote tariff + £3.00 administration fee.

Sameday delivery

Is your parcel urgent and needs to be delivered Sameday ?

Parcelshipper can now offer a low cost, fast and easy sameday delivery service.

Get your parcel collected within 60 minutes of booking, online tracking available.

Call 01753 683700 or email info@parcelshipper.co.uk for more info & a competitive quote today.
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